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Mission within a global
context is constantly

changing. A key develop-
ment over recent years
has been the move from 
a dependency of the
emerging churches on
British Methodism to one
of mature partnership.
This is reflected in the use
of language.‘Missionaries’
are now called ‘mission
partners’, the same term
given to those in the
World Church in Britain
Partnership where ministers
and their families from
around the world come
and serve the British
Church. Grants are now
given to our Partner
Churches for them to use
as they determine within
their own priorities.
Scholarships are now
offered not only to people
coming to study in Britain,
but for those who are

able to study elsewhere 
in the world. Mission is
about sharing personnel,
ideas and resources as 
we share our faith.

During this past year
there have been new
opportunities for develop-
ing these partnerships.
The President and Vice
President of Conference
led a small group of people
from Britain to a
Consultation of Church
Leaders from Asia and the
Pacific. This historic meet-
ing with 21 of our Partner
Churches represented a
deepening commitment
to work closer together
across their region. 
Some weeks after this
Consultation we witnessed
the horrors of the tsunami.
The initial response of our
people to the disaster was
wonderful, but for those
living in the aftermath the
rebuilding of lives and
communities will take
many years. Methodist
Church in Britain (MCB)
received an invitation from
the Church in Sri Lanka to
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send ministers who would
be willing to offer a few
weeks of their time to free
up local ministers to be
among the people in the
worst affected areas. In
another continent a new
and exciting partnership 
is emerging between NCH,
MCB and the Methodist
Churches in Southern
Africa, concentrating on
child safety.

I hope this report will
encourage you to pray for
the Church around the
world and to give even
more generously so that
together we can respond to
more of the opportunities
to develop partnerships
with God’s people.

Stephen Poxon 
Secretary, Methodist Missionary

Society.
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The Priorities of the
Methodist Church, agreed

at the 2004 Conference, invite
its membership to give
particular attention to five
areas. One of these is about
the ‘underpinning of
everything we do with God-
centred worship and prayer’.

What can our World Church
partners teach us about this
area of discipleship?

Two World Church in Britain
partners (WCBP) at present
in this country write:

Overseas ministers 
can bring the gift of
spontaneity to the
Methodist family here. 
We have no such problem
back home as the 

minister can just change
the order during worship.
They also have prompt
responses when the
question; “Who would 
like to do….?” is asked.
Overseas ministers feel
that there is a need to be
very careful in this country,
as there is a culture that
expects God to want
things done only in a
certain order and a sense
that the Spirit may be
experienced only if that
particular way is followed. 

There is also a big gap
between old and young in
worship. In order to address
this a monthly service using
PowerPoint is developing
where young leaders
introduce their own songs
(although half of those used
are still known by everyone)
and more and more people

World Church in Britain
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are coming to participate.
Another minister is trying
to help people understand
that God need not be
squeezed into one-hour
worship slots. Church family
days that include various
activities have helped to
do this. Prayer has also
been developed through 
a workshop arranged for
all those involved in reading
and in the leading of
intercessory prayers. This
has made a huge difference
to the quality of worship as
people develop new
confidence in their abilities.

The Fund for World
Mission enables, at present,
seventeen WCBPs to serve
with the British Church.

Alison Driscoll 

Zimbabwe

An event in the Harare West
District demonstrated that

the Church in Zimbabwe is
vigorous; it is also clearly
growing. Congregational life is
strong. A young pre-collegiate
minister serving in a Harare
circuit told me that his suburban
church has three Sunday morning
services with two hundred
attending the 6.30am service,
four hundred at 9.00am (which 
is entirely a children’s service)
and eight hundred at 11.00am.
There is a class meeting on a
Tuesday evening attended by
one hundred and twenty people.
The minister was thinking about
ways of training local preachers
to lead effective worship for 
a service like the 9.00am one,
which such a large number of
children attend. 

Roy Crowder
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The Revd Barry Sloan is a
Mission Partner in Chemnitz, 

a large town about one hour’s
travel, to the south-west of
Dresden in eastern Germany. 
Barry has a passion for evangelism
yet works in a part of Germany
where Methodism is little known
and where atheism has a strong
hold. 

The smallest of Barry’s three
churches is in the community of
Augustusberg - this village is a 
holiday and ski resort, and has 
a castle as well as many other
interesting features. Up to last year
the Methodist Church was based 
in an aging building and only had
5 elderly members. It was a real
eyesore and in many places the
church would have been sold or
pulled down and the five transferred

somewhere else. But Barry is an
evangelist and had the vision for 
a new outreach opportunity.
Following a wide community
consultation, in which local people
said they valued the presence 
of the Methodist Church, he
persuaded the Methodist people
and various committees to invest 
in his vision. Now after much hard
work and prayer the church has
been transformed into a coffee
house and Christian bookshop.
There is a renewed worship centre,
and an upstairs flat in which a
young couple live and manage the
new work. These are early days – it
was opened in November 2004. But
it shows what can happen when
there is a vision and faith go had 
in hand. Someone said recently
“Without a vision the people perish;
without passion the vision dies”.
Barry has brought both vision and
passion and the result is a new
opportunity for mission.

The Fund for World Mission
contributed £5,000 so the
bookshop could be fully 
stocked at the opening.

Germany

Fresh Ways of
Being Church



Macedonia

Roma people throughout
Europe find themselves

facing huge economic difficulties
and considerable prejudice. In
the town of Kochani in Macedonia,
a Methodist Roma community
has existed for a number of years.
Yet they have always been insecure
having to move from one place
to another in order to hold their
Sunday worship. Sometimes this
has been a private room; at one
time it was the local “House of
Culture”. During their time in 
the last rented room, the owner
decided he wanted to sell so 
one Sunday when they arrived 
for worship they discovered all 
their church
furniture,
Bibles 

and hymnbooks dumped in the 
centre of the street. 

The Methodist Church in
Macedonia is part of the United
Methodist Church, Central 
& Southern Europe Central
Conference. The Bishop, Heinrich
Bolleter, decided this situation
couldn’t continue so in an act of
faith spent €60,000 (£43,000) to
purchase an old corner shop so
the Roma community could have
a building of their own. Last July
the new church was opened. 
The members, who are very
enthusiastic and of all ages,
renovated the building themselves.
Upstairs is an old flat which could
be used should they have a pastor
to work with them. They also
sorted out the garden and made 
it presentable in time for the
opening worship. A congregation
of over 70 people gathered for
this celebration. A youth group
from Strumica sang and Colin
Ride, Area Secretary for Europe,
preached the first sermon. By the
time of the opening €10,000 had
been raised towards the costs.
The Fund for World Mission has 
contributed a further €25,000
(£17,500) towards the balance 
of monies needed.

Colin Ride Fr
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Fifteen years ago the Methodist Church
in Cuba had five hundred members;

today it has over fifteen thousand. Behind
this impressive statistic is a commitment 
by the Church at all levels, to equip and
encourage each new disciple of Jesus
Christ to grow while sharing their faith 
with others.

Each new member instantly becomes
part of a small neighbourhood group that
reads the bible, prays and shares together.
Often these groups become the basis for
the establishment of a new church where
previously there had been none – seven
hundred new churches have been planted
in the last fourteen years. The groups often
meet daily, and at least monthly, when 
they join with neighbouring groups for

Dev



eloping Confidence 
in Evangelism

encouragement through praise,
worship and communion. They
identify the mission through service
priorities in their neighbourhood 
and mobilise themselves and 
others to action. 

Worship is joyous and charismatic,
with an emphasis on order and
sensitivity to others. Through the Fund
for World Mission of the Methodist
Church in Britain, the Methodist Church
in Cuba is working at ensuring that
“new” Methodists, who have no basis
of tradition to work from, maintain the
rich worship tradition of the past. It is
developing a lay leadership programme
using scarce and appropriate
resources in Spanish. 

The Methodist Church in Cuba is
unafraid to take risks. The risk of
letting members loose as missionaries
with little formal training, the risk of
challenging and working with a State
that only in recent years has become
more sympathetic to expressions of
faith. The risk of believing that every
new encounter is an opportunity to
share the gospel where there is
uncertainty as to what authority the
person you speak to represents. 
The risk of being clear that whatever
is ahead, a future of faith in Jesus
Christ is good for Cuba and for the
world.

Tom Quenet. D
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Mindolo Training Farms is a new
Mindolo Ecumenical Foundation

initiative started in June 2004 in Kalulushi,
twenty-five kilometres outside Kitwe,
Zambia. It provides a basic education and
training in tailoring and design, carpentry
and joinery and agriculture for Orphans
and Vulnerable Children (aged 14-25). 
We are currently running the programme
with eighty young people, thirty of which
are boarding at the farm. Participants
come from a variety of backgrounds;
single-orphans, double-orphans and those
that are considered vulnerable, including
street children. The programme is linked
with numerous sending agencies within
Kitwe and the surrounding area. These
nominate the young people who are then
interviewed before beginning the five
month programme. Educational levels 
vary from those who have completed
Grade 12 to those who have had only 
one or two years of formal education. 
As a result teaching methods at MTF 
are varied, to suit all abilities. In the first
month a personal development programme

is run, including lessons on self-awareness,
self-sufficiency and health awareness, in
addition to basic English and Maths, arts
and sport. The remaining four months are
spent training in one of the three
vocational areas, with the continuation 
of English, Maths, sport and agriculture, 
a compulsory component directed from
the Government. 

Carolyn: I’ve been here for three
weeks, enjoying the challenge of
teaching in a completely different
environment. The participants are
great, but I feel frustrated that I don’t
speak Bemba so my conversations 
with some of them are very limited.
They are very patient with me and 
are trying hard to teach me! 

Rebecca: After 5 months here I’m now
referred as being a member of the
Bemba tribe! I’ve learnt many things
about the day to day running and
management of the project. The
growth of the participants as they 
work and are guided through the

Supporting
Developme

Experience Exchange
Programme
(USPG/Methodist Church)
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programme is very rewarding and
humbling and as well as participating 
in teaching I have had the opportunity
to exchange many skills too. Aside
from work, there has been friendships
made, caterpillars eaten and travelling.
Exciting stuff!

The Fund for World Mission provides the
funding for this Programme. Volunteers,
aged 18 to 70+, go to different parts of
the world for 6 to 12 months, to share in
mission alongside others.
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At the present time the Fund for World Mission
supports the thirty one people on the Methodist

Church Scholarship Programme. Nineteen students
are studying in Britain while twelve are studying
elsewhere in the world. Their courses, some at doctoral
level, cover many areas of ministry and mission,
including theology and engineering. 

The Rev Layasing De Silva, Secretary of Evangelism
in the Methodist Church Sri Lanka, writes:

Jane Cullen



“

”

I am doing a Master’s degree at Cliff College. I am
being spiritually and academically equipped for a
deeper ministry especially in the present situation
of my country.

At Christmas I went home to Sri Lanka. The
Tsunami was a terrible experience. Our whole village
mourned. Many died and many others lost everything
and became refugees. Those whose houses were
destroyed even have to find new places to live. It is
a great loss to Sri Lanka, after twenty years of war.
The challenge is to depend only on God - everything
else is perishable. In a situation like this the Church
has to broaden its horizon in the field 
of mission.

Come and sit with me

And so I did. I sat with the

minister as we talked with

some of the people in refugee

camps following the tsunami

which so devastated the

Nicobar group of islands. The

invitation was just to sit .. and be

.. with them. It was devastating

to hear talk of the earthquake

and the subsequent wave, but

remarkable to hear the plans for

re-building homes, villages,

lives. Their hope for the future 

is strong and their faith in God

stronger, their loving witness to

the God of all creation and the

compassion of people one for

another shone through despite

deep sadness and loss. ‘Thank

you for sitting with us and not

just coming to take photos.’ 

God calls us to be his disciples.

In Port Blair I was there to make

friends not take photos.

Chris Elliott

A People-centered
Culture in the Church
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Methodist Church Fund
for World Mission:
Financial Information
FUND FOR WORLD MISSION - INCOME (£000s)

2003/2004 2002/2003

1. Donations from churches 2,594 2,713

2. MMS Ireland 261 215

3. Sundry donations 112 125

4. Charitable Trusts 556 630

5.   Legacies 407 740

6.   Investments Income 730 598
______ ______

4660 4831

2003/2004

2002/2003



FUND FOR WORLD MISSION - EXPENDITURE (£000s)

2003/2004

2002/2003

2003/2004 2002/2003

1. Mission Partners 1,297 1,210

2. Overseas Grants / Projects 3,207 2,801

3. Scholarship Programme 502 349

4. World Church in Britain Partnership 194 170

5. Mission Studies (UCA) 190 192

6. Children (JMA) 188 187

7. World Mission Education 129 118

8. World Church Administration 406 442

9. Team Services (MCH Administration) 557 598

10. Formation in World Mission 46 148

11. Women’s Network 112 56

12. World Action 50 50

13. Resourcing Mission Grants 101 101

14.  Miscellaneous 23 23

15.  Sundries (Support Services) 100 105
______ ______

7,102 6,550
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